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Getting Started 

There are many ways to choose a STEM Fair topic. You can start by: 

• observing the world around you • looking at books in your school library 

• searching the internet • looking at books in your public library

You can also use the list below to determine a category of STEM inquiry that interests you. This 

might help you narrow down your ideas. 

Earth/ 
Chemistry Physics Life / Biology Engineering Mathematics 

Environment 

• weather • freezing • speed • plant growth • bridge • probability

• ram • melting • force (based on: design • number

• climate • burning • friction water, • building relationships

• erosion • rusting • gravity temperature, design • frequency

• wind speeds • heat • magnets sunlight, soil • machine analyses

• water • electricity type) design 

filtration • elasticity • invertebrates

• recycling • weight/mass

processes • density

• composting

As you develop your project idea, consider the following questions with your family: 

• Do we have time for this proiect or should we choose something that is shorter?

• Do we have the space (inside or outside) for this project?

• Can we purchase all of the items for this projects or are some too expensive or too hard to

find?

• Will we need to build anything and, if so, can we do it?

As you narrow down your interests to one of the categories above, consider some of the proiect 

ideas listed on the next page. 













My variables are: 

• Independent Variable: ___________________________ _

• Dependent Variables: ___________________________ _

• Controlled Variables:

D Your variables are approved! Next, go to p. 16 to work on your Materials. 

D Your variables are not approved. Use my comments to re-write your variables. Your new 

due date for your variables is: 

Teacher Signature:_______________ Date: 

Parent Signature:________________ Date: 

My revised variables are: 

• Independent Variable: ___________________________ _

• Dependent Variables: ___________________________ _

• Controlled Variables:

D Your variables are approved! Next, go to p. 16 to work on your Materials. 

D Your variables are not approved. Use my comments to re-write your variables on a 

separate piece of paper. Your new due date for your variables is: 

Teacher Signature: ______________ _ Date: 

Parent Signature: Date: 







D Your materials list is approved! Next, go to p. 20 to work on your Procedures.

D Your materials list is not approved. Use my comments to re-write them. Your new due

date for your list is: 

Teacher Signature: ______________ _ Date: 

Parent Signature: _______________ _ Date: 







Data Collection Tool 

You will need a place to write down your data as you conduct your trials and 

make your observations. Your collection tool can be a table and must include the 

following items: 

• a title

• labels to describe the columns or rows

• space for repeated trials (a minimum of three; more is better!)

• space for the a calculation of the median of the data and the mean (average) of the data, if

required by your teacher

• all data is collected in metric units (see Materials p. 14 for a reminder)

If you are not collecting numerical data but rather making observations, you still need to design a 

chart or keep a journal in which you can record your detailed notes. This is most typical with 

projects that involve the growth or decay of something 

Model Question: Does weight affect the speed of a pendulum? 

Model Data Collection Table Dependent Variable 

�t vac;able 
I

Effect of Weight on Speed of Pendulum 
Summary 

Median Mean 
Weight of 

Trials Recorded in Minutes and Seconds Time for Time for 
Pendulum 

10 Swings 10 Swings 

1 weight 

2 weights 

3 weights 

4 weights 

5 weights 

'--- ./ 

Dependent Variable Individual Results 







Results, Graphic Display 

Once your teacher has approved the data you have collected in your 

table and you have summarized the data by finding the median, mean or 

some other method of highlighting the important results, you are ready 

to graph your data. Here are the steps to organize your material: 

• You must choose the correct type of graph to display your results.

o Line graphs should be used to display continuous data - information that changes

over time.
■ 

■ 

temperature changes (not just a final, ending temperature)

growth changes

• time changes

o Bar graphs should be used to display data that is separate or distinct from other

pieces of data in your activity.

• height of bouncing or falling objects

• distance objects travel

• survey results

o Pie charts, line plots and stem/leaf plots are not usual graphical displays in STEM

projects. Please check with your teacher first if you are considering one of these

types of displays

• All graphs need to include the following information

o title - this can be the same as your data collection table

o independent variable - this goes on the horizontal (x-axis); you can use what you 

have on the data collection table

o dependent variable - this goes on the vertical (y-axis); use the same description as the 

data collection table

• If you only present one graphic display, it must be the summary data (median, mean)

o You can present a graphic display of all of your data but it must

be in addition to the summary graph

• You may use the graphing paper on the next page or select a graphing

tool of your own.

o On the provided graph, space has been left around the perimeter

for all of the labels and to use it portrait or landscape style.

o Computer-generated graphs are allowed but be sure they contain

all of the information listed above.











Final Draft of Conclusion 
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Appendix C: STEM Fair: Research Paper Rubric 

Student Name: 

Category Possible Points Comments 
Points Earned 

Organization - Information is ve:ry organized with 5 

well-constructed pa:rag:raphs and subheadings. 

All Parts Present -All five parts of the :research 5 

paper a:re present and complete ( litle Page, 
Acknowledgements, Question, Background 
Research and Bibliography). 
Amount of Information -All topics a:re addressed 5 

and all questions answered with at least 2 sentences 
about each. 
Quality of Information - Information clearly 5 

:relates to the main topic. It includes several 
supporting details and/ or examples. 
Mechanics -No grammatical, spelling or 5 

punctuation errors. 

Sources -All sources (information and graphics) 5 

a:re accurately documented in the desired format. 

Totals - 30 Final Grade: 









Appendix D: Tips for Creating Outstanding Display Boards 

Be Neat - Avoid frayed or ripped edges of paper, glue globs, lots of cross outs or white 
outs etc. 

Use Colors to Attract Attention - Use no more than three colors on your project board. 
Too many colors can be distracting. 

Frame or Matte Your Work - Use construction paper, or other materials, to provide a 
background for your written work and labels. 

Choose a Good Title - Titles should be short, catchy and related to your topic. 
o For example, Cool Color Cubes is better than The Melting Rate of Different Colors

of lee Cubes

Writing Should Be Neat - If possible, everything on your board should be typed, making 
sure that you use the same fonts and font sizes throughout. Do not go overboard with 
fonts, font colors or font sizes. Try to keep everything looking uniform. If you are hand 
writing, use pen and write very neatly so that everything can be read. Cursive is not 
encouraged. 

Spelling Counts - Have an adult check all of your spelling before printing. 

Practice the Layout - Before you glue anything to your board, lay it all out to make sure it 
fits. If items are too small make them larger, if items are to large make them smaller. You 
do not want things to overlap and you do not want too much white space. 

Do Not Glue Any Materials From Your Project* - Only paper and photographs are 
allowed on your board. If you want to put a material on your 
board, take a picture of it and glue that on your board. 

Do Add Photos and Drawings - This is the best way to 
clearly show what you did during your investigation. 

Research Papers Should be Placed on the Table in Front 
of Your Board - DO NOT attach the research paper to your 
backboard. 

Select the Right Size* - Choose a board that is no larger 
than 100cm wide and 95 cm high. 
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* denotes a requirement for the county fair, Kids for Science. If you are invited to the
fair your board must follow this tip.









Appendix G: Sample Data Collection Tools 

Median 



Mean 



Median 



Mean 
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